Defining spaces

Defining spaces
Lintex develops and produces flexible visual communication and screen systems for offices, educational institutions and public areas. (See all the products at www.lintex.se)
Lintex products are developed with professional user needs and requirements in mind. In collaboration with established and renowned designers, we incorporate intelligent design and materials to
ensure that all Lintex products reflect the highest quality and simple, timeless aesthetics.
Our Edge screens have a clean, functional design that allows them to be adapted to most environments, regardless of whether the best working, social or personal spaces are the goal.
The Edge series offers ultimate flexibility to create customised workplaces in all sizes of room. The
series divides and defines rooms-within-rooms physically and visually, while enabling staff to design
functional and aesthetically pleasing office environments – and even adds low-noise acoustics.
At Lintex, we are keenly aware that noise in open-plan offices may have a negative impact on the
working environment. Our screens have therefore been designed to create not only visually pleasing
rooms but also low-noise acoustic environments that are comfortable to work and be in.
Browse the following pages and find ideas for looking at existing – or new – rooms from a new
perspective:
As opportunities for customising and creating new exciting rooms-within-rooms.
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Working spaces

Magnetic
fitting

Built-in
magnet

Edge Floor Screen

Edge Table Screen,
Front
4

T-Foot Blade

Some people thrive
and work best in
open-plan offices
while others prefer a
more defined workspace. Edge screens
make it simpler to
customise your working environments.
The screens provide
both a private zone
and close contact
with colleagues while
their high sound-absorption qualities
Edge Table Screen,
Top

make it easier to work
undisturbed.
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T-Foot Arc
Black

The Edge Floor
Screen is available
with seven different
types of foot – all
height-adjustable
(with the exception of
U-Foot Tube).
The illustrated aluminium feet are available
in polished and black
versions.

T-Foot Blade
Black

U-Foot Tube
Black

Round Foot Slim
Black
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Grey Edging Strip

Edge Table Screen,
Front
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Edge Floor Screen

Built-in magnet

Edge Table Screen,
Top

T-Foot Arc
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The Edge Screen has a solid wooden frame containing sound-absorbent polyester that effectively
reduces noise levels in office environments. The cladding comes in a wide range of colours in the
Fiji, Cara and Blazer fabrics. The screens can be customised to your measurements and colour
preferences.
The Edge Table Screen comes ready for table-edge mounting – either top or front mounting – and
fits all tabletops up to 80 mm thick.

Edge Table Screen,
Top
White Edging Strip

Table Fitting Ease
Polished

Table Fitting Ease
Black
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Social spaces
Edge Twist

T-Foot Arc

Social spaces should provide room for creativity, play, talk and socialising.
The versatility of the screens makes it easy to adjust the size and shape
of the room – thus changing its appearance and dynamics so it is not
perceived as a static space.
The noise-reducing qualities of the screens are an added bonus.
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Social spaces11

White Edging Strip

U-Foot Tube
Polished
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Round Foot Slim
Polished

T-Foot Arc
Polished

T-Foot Blade
Polished
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Personal spaces

Round Foot Slim
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Magnetic fitting

Edge Floor Screen

Experiment with the
colours and sizes of
the rooms to create
small, private oases
– personal spaces –
where you can think
great thoughts, be
inspired by books,
music or the internet
– or just take some
time out.
The screens give
you privacy without
isolating you.
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Features
Magnetic fitting

Black Edging Strip

Blazer fabric
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Acoustics & environment
To reduce noise levels in office landscapes, we

The graph below shows the sound absorption

have focused on the degree of sound absorp-

ability of a floor screen with the dimensions

tion and spent a great deal of time developing

1000x1500 cm. The measurements have been

products that absorb as much sound as possible.

made in accordance with EN ISO 354:2003 and
evaluated under the new SS-25269 standard:

The Edge Screen has a solid 40 mm wood-

Acoustics, evaluation of sound absorption of

en frame, containing a specially developed

single objects. All screens and formats have

sound-absorbent polyester filling from 50%

been tested separately.

recycled materials. The composition of this
filling effectively reduces sound levels in office

See www.lintex.se for all test results.

environments. The filling is then covered with
fabric to give a final thickness of 42 mm.
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Magnetic fittings
The Edge Screen Floor is easily assembled at
the top using the screens’ built-in magnets and
a black metal fitting.
Depending on the number of screens to be fitted
together – and the desired arrangement – there
is a choice of four different metal fitting designs
(see next page).

Magnetic fitting,
three screens in star
formation

Blazer fabric
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Fiji fabric

Fitting not necessary

Two screens, 180°

Foot fitting

Magnetic fitting

Two screens, 90°

Foot fitting

Magnetic fitting

Three screens, 120°

Foot fitting

Magnetic fitting

Three screens, 90°

Foot fitting

Magnetic fitting

Four screens, 90°

Foot fitting
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Combination options
Edge screens can be combined in endless ways for use in countless settings. The built-in magnetic function offers a unique
and simple fitting connection.
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Grey Edging Strip

Orange Edging Strip

Black Edging Strip

White Edging Strip

Edging Strip
All screens come with a solid, matte and smooth rubber edging strip in
orange, white, grey or black.
The colour chosen can add an extra visual dimension to the screen.
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Formats

All measurements are
stated in mm

Edge Screen, Floor

800 x 1350
75305

1000 x 1350
75306

1200 x 1350
75307

800 x 1500
75300

1000 x 1500
75301

1200 x 1500
75302

1200 x
1500/1350
75362

800 x
1650/1500
75365

1000 x
1650/1500
75366

1200 x
1650/1500
75367

800 x 1650
75310

1000 x 1650
75311

1200 x 1650
75312

800 x 1800
75309

1000 x 1800
75313

1200 x 1800
75314

Edge Screen, Twist

800 x
1500/1350
75360

1000 x
1500/1350
75361

Edge Table Screen, Top

800 x 400
75320

1000 x 400
75321

1200 x 400
75322

1400 x 400
75323

1600 x 400
75324

1800 x 400
75325

2000 x 400
75326

1200 x 700
75342

1400 x 700
75343

1600 x 700
75344

1800 x 700
75345

2000 x 700
75346

Edge Table Screen, Front

800 x 700
75340

1000 x 700
75341

Edge Table Screen, Twist Top

800 x
400/250
75350

1000 x
400/250
75351

1200 x
400/250
75352

1600 x
400/250
75353

1800 x
400/250
75354

How to order
To ensure correct delivery, we recommend that you follow this
basic procedure for ordering the parts and quantities required.

Example of
desired system

Format
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800 x 1350
Art.no. 75305
75305

Fabrics and colours

The product images are representative,
and colours may differ from the actual product.

100% virgin wool.
Non-metallic dyes.

Blazer

Napier · CUZ08

Kingsmead · CUZ67

Silcoates · CUZ30

Silverdale · CUZ28

Oriel · CUZ18

Rockport · CUZ89

Eastbourne · CUZ46

Sussex · CUZ1U

Salford · CUZ1G

Knightsbridge · CUZ26

Aston · CUZ02

Newport · CUZ1L

100% polyester.
Non-metallic dyes.

Fiji

Puffer · YA303

Oscar · YA307

Stingray · YA311

Black Molly · YA319

Piranha · YA315

Arowan · YA308

Reedfish · YA309

Otos · YA305

Guppy · YA301

White · YA165

Cara

Catfish · YA300

100% Polyolefin.

Glass · EJ004

Austen · EJ173

Arran · EJ171

Tartan · EJ177

Black · EJ138

Highland · EJ093

Pitlochry · EJ076

Galilee · EJ125

Edging

2 · Orange

75305-2

Fabric and colour

Cara · EJ004

75305-2-EJ004

Tay · EJ010

Foot

Lead · EJ104

1235S

75305-2-EJ004

+1235S
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Edgings, mountings, feet and fittings
Edgings

Fitting set, table screens

1 · Grey

2 · Orange

3 · Black

4 · White

75420-T (polished alu)
75420S-T (black alu)

75420S-F (black alu)
75420-F (polished alu)

1234

1235

1236

1237

1266

1264

Feet

1235, 1265, also available
with casters, art.no.
1235-CASTER, 1265CASTER.
1234S

1235S

1236S

1237S

1265

Fittings, top & feet – see also page 19
All top fittings are in
black alu.

The dotted lines indicate
the position of the foot.

1268S

Fittings, top & feet

1268S-L

1268S-Y

1268S-Y

75305-2-EJ004
+1235S+1268S-Y

1268S-T

Foot

1268S-X

1237S

75305-2-EJ004
+1235S+1268S-Y+1237S

Parts to be ordered

3 x..............75305-2-EJ004
3 x.............................1235S
1 x.........................1268S-Y
1 x.............................1237S
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Lintex
Lintex was founded in Sweden in 1983 by Carl Af Ekenstam. In collaboration with leading architects and interior designers, the company is now one of the leading players on the Nordic market
for visual communication and screen systems for offices, educational institutions and public
areas. The company is family-owned and based in Nybro, Sweden. Production and development
are carried out in a plant covering 10,000 m2.
Lintex has over 100 employees and has its own sales organisations in Sweden, Denmark, Norway, Finland and the UK. The brand is represented in all major European markets, and the founding family is still involved in the daily running of the business. Lintex has a 200 m2 showroom in
the Stockholm Design District as well as showrooms in Copenhagen, Oslo and Helsinki.
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Lintex AB
Madesjövägen 17
38245 Nybro
Sweden
Tel +46 481 645 30
info@lintex.se
www.lintex.se
Showroom:
Rosenlundsgatan 40
11853 Stockholm
Maskingatan 5
417 64 Göteborg

Lintex A/S
Mandal Allé 3
5500 Middelfart
Denmark
Tel +45 7022 1517
info@lintex.as
www.lintex.as
Showroom:
Carl Jacobsen Vej 16
2500 Valby

Osnes AS
Bergermoen Industrifelt
3520 Jevnaker
Norway
Tel +47 613 14 999
firmapost@osnes.no
www.osnes.no
Showroom:
Stålfjæra 9
0975 Oslo

Lintex Oy
Kalkkitie 2
24280 Salo
Finland
Tel +358 (0)2 727 1220
info@lintex.fi
www.lintex.fi
Showroom:
Vuorimiehenkatu 2
00140 Helsinki

